Bissonnette and Ousting Broadcast

Interfraternity Council Meets

The first meeting of the proposed Interfraternity Council was held at the Alpha Delta Phi house last Tuesday night. The meeting was called to order by the present president of the College Body, president of the College Body, president.

The first meeting of the proposed Interfraternity Council was held at the Alpha Delta Phi house last Tuesday night. The meeting was called to order by the present president of the College Body, president.

Basketball Season Opens Next Tuesday

The basketball season will open on Tuesday, December 14. The opening contest will be played against Norwich University at the Hopkins Street gym in Hartford. Although working under the handicap provided by being unable to work out for practice during the past few days, the team is in shape to make an excellent showing. The starting line-up for the first game of basketball and the team's future outlook were available for this year's team.

Jesters of Trinity College

The Jesters of Trinity College will give a presentation of Salisbury's "Wedding Bells," on Friday at 8:30 P.M. at the Jester Club. Mr. Lindsay will preside over the event.

Dr. Charles C. Segar, head of the biology department, was invited to address the Interfraternity Council at its first meeting. Dr. Segar spoke on the importance of physical fitness in general and of basketball in particular. He emphasized the necessity for all college students to participate in some form of physical activity and urged the formation of a council to coordinate intercollegiate sports.

Dr. Segar explained that the Interfraternity Council would be responsible for overseeing the organization and operation of intercollegiate sports, as well as for coordinating with other campus organizations to ensure a balanced program of extracurricular activities.

Dr. Segar also spoke on the importance of intramural sports, such as basketball, in promoting physical fitness and teamwork. He noted that intramural sports provide a valuable opportunity for students to develop skills and build camaraderie in a less competitive environment than intercollegiate sports.

Dr. Segar concluded his address by encouraging the Interfraternity Council to work closely with the student body and faculty to ensure that physical fitness remains a priority at Trinity College.
The Jesters are to present a play at the Hartford Club next Friday evening. What more need be said? And yet in our few years here we have learned that there is a great deal that need and could be said.

The students, who are to take part in the performance, have been working patiently and giving of their time for weeks in order that they may, then, to support them, and show its appreciation of their efforts.

This applies to the entire college.

Jester performances in the past have been of too exiguous character, and it is certain that there will be no falling away from that high standard. Therefore, every member of Trinity College will have next Friday evening and come to see for themselves, and for themselves, and for themselves.

The Jesters present "Wedding Bells."

ALUMNI NEWS.

We have received a number of requests from alumni asking us to give them more alumni news through the columns of THE TRIPOD. That we are unable to do so is of minor importance. If you have any news of your own, or of anyone else, or any news about your own or the colleges of other Trinity men and women, please send it to THE TRIPOD. It may be of interest to some one else and far away. If you should feel that no one fraternity will take open and such news through the columns of THE TRIPOD goes to the four corners of the United States and many other places. We have subscribers in at least thirty states of Washington, Maine, Florida, and California.

These alumni, far away for the most part, from their college pals, appreciate news of old friends which only THE TRIPOD can send. This brings us back to that about an alumni you know

VOLUNTARY CLASSES.

One of the English classes was recently overcome by the voluntary attendance of one man to its Monday morning session. Such an unprecedented feat of one of the undergraduates not only surprised the professor, but also startled the regular student body. It appeared to be a voluntary effort to obtain some knowledge outside the regular class work.

While it is not very well known how the faculty would consider a move toward such self-directed class attendance on the part of the student body, it seems likely that it will meet with encouragement. Of course, there is a danger of some few acquiring more education than they are paying for, yet the danger is at a minimum, and if such a movement should arise, will be recognized.

The idea of self-directed study is still very micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a micro indefinite. On the surface, it would seem as absurd as a train in a thing was entirely beyond the limits of possibility, but it is reasonable to believe that there are a sufficient number of students in the college who would be interested in such a movement to do something about it. The idea that is prevalent—that is, the idea that our student body is a group of dullards that go to classes only because they have to, is a
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INTERCOLLEGIATE NEWS

Are we to believe that there are no gentlemen at Georgia Tech? The Hicks, the Browns, and the Jonns are the only people one sees attending a tea dance at which only brunettes were invited. The orchestra atthis dance is to change its color scheme.

Another event at Georgia which is occurring for the first time this week is the choosing of the best dressed man on the campus and in the football squad. The judges will be the twelve girls selected from the various girls' schools in and near Atlanta.

The new University of Miami will soon have a new home, a storm in Florida. Seven hundred students are now registered. The university is expected to have 15,000,000 students.

"Present-Day Fashions in Women's and Men's Dress" is to be the subject of a series of lectures to be given at the New York University Fine Arts School, announced General Charles H. Sherrell, director of the school. The questions: Is the college fraternity of which we know, Phi Beta Kappa, is as everyone knows, an organization of freaks in America, having been organized in 1776?

All upper classes at Dartmouth are required to take part in some athletic activity three times a week during the entire school year.

Johns Hopkins psychologists, through experiments made at seven universities, find that girls are almost one hundred percent wrong. And yet, long after the games, they are right in their response to the tests.

Students who swear or smoke cannot participate in oralistical contests at one of the schools, of which the will of Albert M. Lumpkin provided gold prizes. Mr. Lumpkin, a graduate of the college, endowed the university a fund to pay 100 to the orator placing second. His will barred use of language that would profane his memory from competing.

The University of Wisconsin is the first college to offer dancing as a major course. The history of the course covers four years, science and cultural studies being included in the program. The purpose of the course is to develop personality and appreciation of art through the knowledge of dancing.

The Honor System at the University of Southern California has been unofficially dropped, pending an investigation.

LITERARY CONTRIBUTIONS.

(Continued from page 4, column 4, one in P Minor. How the solemn splendors of the tones wove themselves into an atmosphere of mystic grandeur and mystery is for the listener to know, for the world to an instant and then vanished into the inexpressible void. It was Beauty. This was the right way to make music audible. The masterly playing of the pianist was listened to by a class of two men. Two men out of two hundred eager to learn to appreciate music and to lead a saner emotional life. My thoughts strayed to a scene in New York City. A window flowered through the canyons of the streets, a nightingale passed with whips of rain at open. And yet a line two blocks long huddled against the walls of the Metropolitan waiting for the doors to open. It is only six. Two hours more and the hordes of people will be on this line waiting patiently, uncomplainingly. Does that mean that those poor ignorant Italians possessed a greater capacity for right emotional life than us? It is the duty of the leaders of our colleges, our college men?

The same applies for any apprecia­tion of music. The feeling must come from us. For part most the college man is innately any of the majesty of nature surrounding him. The sun sets every day so why bother looking at it if you are not going to enjoy it? Is it going to melt gold? Not only does he not care for any aesthetic experience but derides it. He sees it in some else. Any expression of the beautiful on the campus is in bad taste and utterly useless.

It is time that the college man real­izes that any one who can and does appreciate music is not so rare a normal phenomenon. That such apprec­iation or its expression is not the same as an instinctive eagerness for aesthetic experience, is a clear indication that the college man is not in touch with the spirit of the age. The realization of beauty in our college men is not quite so far away; for there are those who are eager for aesthetic experience. It is not in the other?

Our Pitt Club, organized in 1911 as a secret literary and social organization, in the first American college fraternity of which we know, Phi Beta Kappa is, as everyone knows, an organization of freaks in America, having been organized in 1776.

It is inborn in every man. Men are instinctively eager for aesthetic experience. A face pleasant to look at, a slim well-turned ankle, a little graceful figure—all will draw sighs of admiration from the most unemotional of men. A facade of a building with its grace­ful lines is not too strong.

It is the accumulation and storing of appreciation or its expression is not the same as an instinctive eagerness for aesthetic experience. It is not in the other?

The main trouble with these outbursts of emotion is that they are only the natural seekings for natural expres­sion. If the colleges satisfied this need instead of forcing it, social living there would be no need for high-priced alienists to declare young men insane in our courts. Young men whose only mental disease was that they were intellectual giants what an overpowering and unmeetable force, for whose desire for emotional experience the found resolution in a ghastly crime.

But our colleges did not satisfy their needs and do not satisfy it in most of the seven hundred thousand college students. Under such conditions the college men of the country are becoming more or less in touch with the everyday world mechanically the facts of life, as the bookkeeping machine gathers the facts of the account, storing them until he presses a certain lever. Thus the college men store the facts gathered in classes until the professor pushes the sum total lever at examin­ation.

In the preparation of men for the emotional life the highest function of the college is the stocking and stimula­tion of the creative mind. This is why the artistic life of our country de­pends. But this duty is pushed away under the guise of the mere conforming or correctness. History shows us that the individual who looks to the masses, people, institutes of learning after they begin to cut to pattern after they have become fixed in the cut of its correctness, is strikingly apparent. As we look about the college world what a picture do we see of the true idea that the ultimate goal of education is the accumulation and storing of facts it is in the education. It is not in the other?

Men are instinctively eager for aesthetic experience. A face pleasant to look at, a slim well-turned ankle, a little graceful figure—all will draw sighs of admiration from the most unemotional of men. A facade of a building with its grace­ful lines is not too strong.

It is the accumulation and storing of appreciation or its expression is not the same as an instinctive eagerness for aesthetic experience. It is not in the other?

But the soul, and its expression is emotional life, is that forgotten? No longer. "Suitable clothes" for a figure—a thing that is cut into the sum total lever at examin­ation. Does that mean that those poor ignorant Italians possessed a greater capacity for right emotional life than us? It is the duty of the leaders of our colleges, our college men?

The same applies for any apprecia­tion of music. The feeling must come from us. For part most the college man is innately any of the majesty of nature surrounding him. The sun sets every day so why bother looking at it if you are not going to enjoy it? Is it going to melt gold? Not only does he not care for any aesthetic experience but derides it. He sees it in some else. Any expression of the beautiful on the campus is in bad taste and utterly useless.

This program has been announced and all students interested are cordially invited to come. Refreshments will be served after the meeting.

INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL TO MEET

To Report Feelings of Fraternalities and Take Definite Action.

There will be an interesting program next Monday night at the Alpha Delta Phi house, it which the delegates will discuss the organization of the intercollegiate debate but who have not enough interest to support the club, it is desired to dispel them by restricting the list of men eligible for a team to represent Trinity to those who attend the meetings of the club regularly, beginning with the next one Monday Night, December 20. No one else will be considered in the choice of a team.

SENATE CALLS OFF TEA PARTY

The Senate called off the Bishop's Tea last Thursday night at 8 o'clock last Tuesday afternoon. The reason that was given was that the Sophomores will not have plans for the Tea Party and that, all things considered, it would not have been well for it to have been held at this time.

This meeting is very important and there should be representatives from every fraternity present.

DEBATING CLUB MEETS

Plans for Debate with Gettysburg.

At a meeting of the Summer Debating Club it was decided that, in order to arouse a little more interest in debat­ing at Trinity, and to demonstrate the ability of the Debat­ing Club, a challenge should be issued to the rest of the college. Any team or list of five men not in the Debating Club, or any men not in the Debating Club shall be challenged. The teams may be any size if the subject they may choose, at any time they prefer, against a team of men mem­bered in a House. It is believed that a speedy response will be obtained from the student body.

Many arrangements have nearly been completed for a debate with Gettysburg College, and it is possible of a debate with Clark University. Due to the attitude of the Debat­ing Club members, it is, of course, an intercollegiate debate but who have not enough interest to support the club, it is desired to dispel them by restricting the list of men eligible for a team to represent Trinity to those who attend the meetings of the club regularly, beginning with the next one Monday Night, December 20. No one else will be considered in the choice of a team.

STATED MEETING OF TRUSTEES

Annual Reports Made.

The following officers of the Board of Trustees last Saturday morning, at which time the President, presented the annual reports. The Rev. Dr. R. B. W. Hitt was appointed Assistant Professor of Philosophy at this time.

TRUSTEE-FACULTY DINNER.

Organized in 1927, I'm going to present an intercollegiate debate but who have not enough interest to support the club, it is desired to dispel them by restricting the list of men eligible for a team to represent Trinity to those who attend the meetings of the club regularly, beginning with the next one Monday Night, December 20. No one else will be considered in the choice of a team.

SEE OUR DISPLAY AT THE UNIVERSE EVERY FRIDAY.

MAX PRESS, INC.
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Middletown, Hartford Office

200 Main St. Bond Hotel

Resolved!

"That, starting in 1927, I'm going to present an intercollegiate debate but who have not enough interest to support the club, it is desired to dispel them by restricting the list of men eligible for a team to represent Trinity to those who attend the meetings of the club regularly, beginning with the next one Monday Night, December 20. No one else will be considered in the choice of a team.

For particulars write to LOUIS O. DE RONGE,

Trinity, 1914.
THE RHODE ISLAND ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEETS.

President Ogilvy Their Guest.

The Trinity Alumni Association of Rhode Island held a meeting on Tuesday, December 2, at St. Andrew's School, West Barrington, Rhode Island. The Rev. Albert Crabtree, '32, headmaster of St. Andrew's School, was the host. President Ogilvy was the guest of the evening.

The alumni had a genial dinner in the new dining hall recently built at St. Andrew's School and afterwards adjourned to the school gymnasium where the moving picture film of the Centennial Celebration at Trinity was shown. The boys of the school were allowed to see the film and greatly appreciated the opportunity. Afterwards the alumni adjourned once more to the dining room to spend the rest of the evening talking over college affairs. F. B. Cole, '90; A. P. Grint, '81; and G. T. Stewart, '78, told many amusing incidents of their college days to the great enjoyment of the younger alumni.

The following officers of the Rhode Island Alumni Association were elected: President, Louis W. Downes, '98; vice-president, F. F. M. Barber, '89; secretary, Walcott Chapin, '15. Plans were made for a luncheon meeting in the spring.

Crabtree, '92, is doing good work as headmaster of St. Andrew's School. The school was started by the late Rev. William M. Chapin, '74, as a school for unprivileged boys of Rhode Island. There is still standing on the school property the little tiny house in which he began his work with two boys. At present the modern buildings house comfortably 62 lads who are being given opportunity for an industrial and agricultural education. Most of them would have no chance for an education and no chance at all of getting straight in life were it not for St. Andrew's School.

LATE NEWS

The Latin Club held its December meeting in Doctor Naylor's class-room on Monday evening. There was a short business meeting at which Philip Closs, '26, was elected treasurer of the club. Owing to the absence of the secretary, Frank Thorndike, '25, was elected secretary pro tem. At the close of the business meeting, Jacob Cohen read a paper on, "The Roman Factory of the 1st Century A.D." Professor Barrett, after the reading of the paper, suggested that some of the Greek Guilds could be compared with the modern collegiate fraternities. The guilds demanded unflinching and irreconcilable loyalty to every brother therein.

There was a general discussion after the reading of the paper, after which refreshments were served.

ADDITION TO THE FACULTY ANNOUNCED.

Rev. Dr. R. B. W. Hutt to Take Up His Duties in September.

President Ogilvy has announced the appointment of the Rev. R. B. W. Hutt, Ph.D., to the faculty as assistant professor of philosophy. Dr. Hutt will have charge of the course in psychology. His appointment is for a term of three years.

Dr. Hutt was graduated from the University of Pennsylvania in 1910, with the degree of Bachelor of Arts. He received his Master of Arts degree in 1911. During his graduate work he taught Freshman English at Pennsylvania. He was graduated from General Theological Seminary in 1914 and then spent three years in mission work in Wyoming. When he was named he enlisted and the fact that he was a clergyman was not discovered until he was made a sergeant. As soon as this fact was discovered he was made a chaplain. He was staid at the Presidio in San Francisco, at the same time that President Ogilvy was stationed there. After the war Dr. Hutt returned to the University of Pennsylvania and taught psychology there. He then received his Ph.D. He has recently become the editor of the Church of Our Saviour, Allentown, Pennsylvania.
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